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Homogeneous Fourier multipliers
of Marcinkiewicz type
Anthony Carbery and Andreas Seeger(1)

1.

Introduction

Let m∈Loo(R2) be homogeneous of degree zero. Then m is almost everywhere
determined by Λ±(ξι)=m(ξι,±1). For fc∈Z let Z∕c = [2-fc-1,2-fc]u[-2-fc, —2-fc-1]
and let ∕z+ and /z_ satisfy the condition

(1.1)

sup ∕
fc∈Z ∖Jιk

ds\1/r

Rubio de Francia posed the question whether a condition like (1.1) is sufficient to
prove that m is a Fourier multiplier of Lp(R2), l<p<∞. An application of the
Marcinkiewicz multiplier theorem with L2-Sobolev hypotheses (cf. (1.3) and (1.5)
below) and interpolation arguments already show that the answer is yes, provided
r>2. Recently, Duoandikoetxea and Moyua [15] have shown that the same con
clusion can be reached if r=2. On the other hand, since characteristic functions
of halfspaces are Fourier multipliers of Lp, l<p<∞, a simple averaging argument
shows that the condition hfeL1 implies Lp-boundedness for l<p<∞. Our first
theorem shows that the weaker assumption (1.1) with r=l implies boundedness in
Lp(R2), for l<p<∞.
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that h+ and h_ satisfy the hypotheses of the Marcin

kiewicz multiplier theorem on the real line, that is
(1.2)
(1) The second author was supported in part by a grant from the National Science Foundation
(USA).
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for Ik = [2~k~∖ 2~fe]U[-2~fc, — 2-fc~1]. Let meLoo(R2) be homogeneous of degree
zero, such that for ξι∈R, m(ξι, l)=ft+(ξι) and m(ξι, —l)=h-(ξι). Then m is a
Fourier multiplier of Lp(R2)7 l<p<oo, with norm <CA.
One can obtain a stronger result for fixed p>l using the space Vq of functions
of bounded q-variation. Given an interval I on the real line a function h belongs to
Vq(I) if for each partition {xq<xi<...<xn} of I the sum
∖h(xjβ-h(xls-ι)∖q
is bounded and the upper bound of such sums is finite. We denote by ∣∣Λ∣∣yg
the least upper bound. Then the following result is an immediate consequence of
Theorem 1.1 and the interpolation argument in [8].
Corollary 1.2. Let m, h± and Ik be as above and suppose that

∣∣⅛±∣∣∞÷sup ∣∣⅛±∣∣yg(Zfc) < ∞.
Then m is a Fourier multiplier of Lp(R2), if ∣l∕p-∣∣<1∕2q.

A slightly weaker result can be formulated in terms of Sobolev spaces. Let
β be an even Co° function on the real line, supported in (∣, ∣)u(~∣5 —1) and
positive in (l∕yz2, yz2)U(-√5, —l∕√z2)j we shall assume that ∑2∕c∈z β2(2ks) = l for
s≠0. Let Lqx(Rd) denote the standard Sobolev space with norm ||/z||Lg =∣∣7r~1[(l +
∣ξ∣2)α∕2^]∣∣^ Then ¾(R)cVg if a>l∕q and therefore we obtain
Corollary 1.3. Let m∈Loo(R2) be homogeneous of degree zero and ⅛±(ξι) =
m(ξι,±l). Suppose that q>l and that

(1.3)

sup \\ßh±{tß\\Llw<(X),
t∈R-∣-

1

a > -.
q

Then m is a Fourier multiplier of Lp(R2) if ∣l∕p-∣∣<1∕2q.
We now compare these results with more standard multiparameter versions of
the Hörmander-Marcinkiewicz multiplier theorem. In order to formulate them let
= τ-χ [(i+∣ξjj2rz¾]

and, for 1<^<∞, let W⅜(Rn) be the multiparameter Sobolev space of all func
tions g, such that

l∣P∣lHl(Rn) := P? - ¾I∣M(R") < ∞∙

Let β be as above and denote by β^ a copy of β as a function of the ξ^-variable.
Then if q>2 the condition
(1.4)

sup ∣∣∕J(1)0...0∕3(d)m(iι ∙,...,∕d∙)∣∣MX(R∙i) <∞,
t∈(R+)d

α>9
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implies that m is a Fourier multiplier of Lp for 11/p— j ∣ < 1 ∕q. For q~2 the proof of
this result is a variant of Stein’s proof of the Hörmander multiplier theorem (see [25,
Ch. IV]) and the general case follows by an interpolation argument as in [9]. If we
apply this result to homogeneous multipliers and set

(1.5)

m(ξ',±l) = <7±(ξ'),

ξ'∈Rd~1

we obtain by a straightforward computation
Corollary 1.4. Suppose thatr>2,

(1.6)

t∈(RlV1^^r2 "∙^→[‰^∙∙∙^⅜-i)i⅛(*ι ∙,∙∙∙,td-l •)]||Lr(Rd-1) <∞, 7>p
and that the condition analogous to (1.6) holds for all permutations of the variables
($1,..., <Sd-ι). Let m be homogeneous of degree zero and related to g± by (1.5). Then
m is a Fourier multiplier of Lp(Rd) if ∣l∕p-∣∣<l∕r.
In two dimensions Corollary 1.4 says that if o>l∕g, q≥1, and βg±(t-)e
Lf⅛(R), uniformly in t>0, then m is a Fourier multiplier of Lp if ∣l∕p-∣<l∕2g.
Corollary 1.3 is stronger since a compactly supported function in
belongs
to H*(R).
We are now going to discuss variants of Theorem 1.1 in higher dimensions.
First if g±∈7Y⅜ (Rd^1), a>l∕q and if g± are compactly supported in [⅜,2]d 1

then the homogeneous extension m is a Fourier multiplier of LpfR,d) if ∣l∕p-1∣<
1∕2q. In fact by a simple averaging argument one sees that the condition g±E'H[^.ε
implies that m is an L1 multiplier and the general case follows by interpolation.
We remark that if α<∣2∕p-1∣ the condition g±EHβx (any q) does not imply that
m is a Fourier multiplier of Lp. Relevant counterexamples have been pointed out
by L6pez-Melero [22] and Christ [7].
Perhaps surprisingly, the situation in higher dimensions changes if one imposes
dilation invariant conditions as in Theorem 1.1. One might want to just replace
hypothesis (1.2) by the hypotheses of the Marcinkiewicz multiplier theorem in Rd~1
([25, p. 108]). However this assumption is not sufficient to deduce that m is a Fourier
multiplier of Lp for any p≠2 (see Section 3 for the counterexample involving the
Kakeya set). However, we do have
Theorem 1.5. Let m∈Loo(Rd), d>2, be homogeneous of degree zero and
let g± be as in (1.5). Suppose that q>2, and

(1.7)

sup
∣∣∕3(i)0...Θ∕3(d-i)0r±(tι ∙,...,⅛-ι ∙)∣∣^(Rd-1) <œ’
t∈(R+)<*-ι

q> "∙
Q
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Then m is a Fourier multiplier of Lp(Rd) if ∣l∕p-11 <1∕2q.

Interpolating Theorem 1.5 with Corollary 1.4 (with p close to 1) yields
Corollary 1.6. Let m∈Loc(Rd), d>2, be homogeneous of degree zero and
let g± be as in (1.5). Suppose that l<p<∣ and

sup ∣∣r,Γr,2 -^d-i [ßw®-®ß(d-i)9±(ti ■,-,td-ι ■ )]
i∈(R+)d~1

v

j

< ∞,

and that the analogous conditions obtained by permuting the (<sι,..., Sd-β)-variables
hold. Then m is a Fourier multiplier of Lp(Rd).

In particular if supte(R+)<J-i ∣∣β(ι)Θ..∙Θ∕3(d-ι)0±(tι ∙, ...,td-ι ∙ )llτ⅛(Rd-i)<∞
and l<p<∣ then m is a Fourier multiplier of Lp provided that a>2∕p-1. This
result is essentially sharp: in Section 3 we show that in order for

sup
∣∣‰Θ...Θ∕5(d-i)^±(iι ∙,...,⅛-ι ∙)∣∣^(Rd-ι) <∞
t∈(R+)d~1
to imply that m is a Fourier multiplier of Lp we must necessarily have α≥2∕p-1÷
1/q if l<p< j and a>l∕q if ∣≤p≤2.
In order to prove more refined results on Lp(Rd), d≥3, p close to 1, we shall
use multiparameter Calderon-Zygmund theory. It turns out that it is useful (and
easier) to first prove a result for the multiparameter Hardy space Hrp(Rd), 0<p≤l.
The Hardy space Hp is defined in terms of square-functions invariant under the mul
tiparameter family of dilations δtx=(tγxγ^ -∙.,tdXdβ Z∈(R-∏)d. Again we formulate
the multiplier result using localized multiparameter Sobolev spaces invariant under
multiparameter dilations. In order to include a sharp result also for p< 1 we want to
admit values of q<l in (1.2). To make this possible the definition of 7i⅜ has to be
modified. We may always assume that β above is such that ∑r∈z ∕32(2-r<s) = l for
<s≠0. Let ψr=β2(2~r ∙ ) if r≥l and ≠o = l~∑2r>o Ψr- For n=(ni, ...,n<∕-ι), ni≥0,
z=l,..., cZ—1 set ≠n(ξι, ...,ξd-ι)=∏f∑ι ≠ni(ξi)∙ The decomposition

0,≈
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^n*9

n∈(N0)d~1
is referred to as the inhomogeneous Littlewood-Paley decomposition of Rd 1. Then

(1.9)

l∣5∣lwχ(Rd-ι)

∖1∕2
2I
L9(Rd-l)
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for 1 <q<∞, and for q< 1 we define W⅜ (Rd~1) as the space of tempered distributions
for which the quasinorm on the right hand side of (1.9) is finite. In this paper we
shall always have a>l∕q∙, in this case 7Y⅜ is embedded in Loo. This and other
properties of the spaces 7d⅜ may be proved by obvious modifications of the oneparameter case; for the latter we refer to [27].
Theorem 1.7. Let m^L°o(JiLd) be homogeneous of degree zero and related

to g± as in (1.5).

(1.10)

Suppose that 0<r≤l and

2
a> --1.
r

sup
∣∣∕3(i)Θ...Θ∕3(d-i)^±(^ι ∙,...,⅛-ι ∙)∣∣Hr(Rd-i) <∞,
i∈(R+)d~1

Moreover, if d>3, suppose that

(1.11)
sup ∣∣r⅛7r>2 ∙∙.¾L2[Ai),2i∙"ιZ,Ad^i)9±(⅛ι ∙,∙∙∙∙,⅛-ι
t∈(R+)rf~1

<∞,
V

1
1

1

and that the analogous conditions obtained by permuting the (s1,..., Sd-ι)-variables
hold. Then m is a Fourier multiplier of the multiparameter Hardy space HpfRdf
r<p<(×).

Note that in two dimensions Theorem 1.7 is a natural extension of Corol
lary 1.4 to 77p-spaces in product domains. The examples in Section 3 show that
in higher dimensions additional assumptions such as (1.11) are necessary. When
d≥3, Theorem 1.7 with r=l serves as a substitute for Theorem 1.1. Notice that if
r=l condition (1.10) involves mixed derivatives in L1 of order d— l÷ε, and condi
tion (1.∏) involves derivatives in L2 up to order (d—l÷ε)∕2. In comparison the
hypotheses in Corollaries 1.3 and 1.6 involve L2 derivatives up to order (d÷ε)∕2 if
p is close to 1. As a consequence we obtain the following analogue of Corollary 1.4,
formulated in terms of the standard oneparameter Sobolev space Lff.
Corollary 1.8. Let m∈Lχi(Rd) be homogeneous of degree zero and related
to g± by (1.5). Suppose that q>l and that

sup
∣∣∕3(i)Θ∙∙.Θ∕3(d-ι)0'±(^∙,∙∙∙,⅛-ι∙)l∣U(Rd-1)<∞>
t∈(R+)<i-1

a>~Γ<1

Then m is a Fourier multiplier of Lp(R2) if ∣l∕p-∣∣<1∕2q.

The counterexamples in [22], [7] show that the statement of the Corollary is
false in the range ∣l∕p-∣∣>1∕2q. However in view of Theorems 1.5 and 1.7 one
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expects the following sharper result. Namely suppose that for some q∈(1,2]
(1.12)

sup

∣∣∕J(i)Θ-Θ⅜-i)S±(iι ∙,∙..,^-ι ∙)∣∣w⅞(Rd-i) <∞,

<*>~,

t∈(R+)d-1

9

and in dimension d≥3 suppose that

(1.13)
sup
||... P]_2 [∕3(ι)Θ∙..0Z3(<i-ι)g±(tι ∙,..., fd-1 ∙ )] ||L2fRd-i) < ∞,
t∈(R+)d~1
v
,

1
1
7 > -, a > 2
Q
as well asthe analogousconditionsobtained
bypermuting the (si,..., invari
ables. Then m shouldbe a Fourier multiplier of Lp(Rd) if∣l∕p-1∣ <1∕2q. In
order to prove this one is tempted to use analytic interpolation and interpolate
between the Lp°-estimate of Theorem 1.7, for po close to 1, and the L4∕3-estimate
of Theorem 1.5. One would have to find the intermediate spaces for intersections
of L2 and Lq Sobolev spaces. However the intersection of the intermediate spaces
does not need to be contained in the intermediate space of the intersections (for
related counterexamples see [26] ). It is actually possible to prove the result for
∣l∕p-∣∣<1∕2q (assuming (1.12), (1.13)) by another approach. One has to use a
general theorem for analytic families of operators acting on various kinds of atoms
the proof of which relies heavily on multiparameter Calderon-Zygmund theory. We
do not include the technical proof here but refer the reader to [5].
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we prove Theorem 1.1 using
weighted norm inequalities and variants of the maximal operator with respect to
lacunary directions. Examples demonstrating the sharpness of our results in higher
dimensions are discussed in Section 3. The proof of Theorem 1.5 is in Section 4; it
relies on weighted norm inequalities which involve variants of the Kakeya maximal
function. In Section 5 we prove the Hardy space estimates of Theorem 1.7.
As a convention we shall refer to the quasi-norms in Hp and Hp, as “norms”
although for p<l these spaces are not normed spaces. By Mp, l≤p≤∞, we denote
the standard space of Fourier multipliers of Lp. It will always be assumed that
the even function ∕3∈C,qo defined above satisfies ∑3κ∈z[β(2^5)]2-1 ^or 5≠θ∙ H
α∈{l,..., d} and fc, k in Rα then we shall use the notation k<k if ki<kι for all z∈α.
Similarly define k>k etc. C will always be an abstract constant which may assume
different values in different lines.

2. Zp-estimates in the plane

In the proof of Theorem 1.1 there is no loss of generality in assuming that m
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is supported in the quadrant where ξι>0 and ξ2>O∙ By a limiting argument as in
Stein’s book [25, p. 109], it suffices to prove the theorem under the formally stronger
assumption
∣∣⅛∣∣oo+sup [ ∖h'(s)∖ds<A.
kξ,Z JIjc

Let β be the smooth bump function defined in the introduction (supported in
±[∣, ∣]). Let 7∈C00(R2∖{O}) be homogeneous of degree 1 such that 7(ξ) = l if
∣ξ1∕ξ2∣∈ [∣∣, ff] (in particular on the support of /Î0/3) and such that 7(ξ)=O if
∣ξι∕ξ2∣^(⅜,4)∙ Set
^(ξ)=7(ξ)⅛(2-χξι∕ξ2)∙
Then we may split
m = ∑[∕⅛>∕3mfe](2fcl∙,2fe2∙),
fc∈Z2

where

(2.1)

rξ1∕ξ2

mfc(ξ)=∕3(ξ1)∕3(ξ2)∕lfcl-fc2(ξ1∕ξ2)=∕3(ξ1)∕3(ξ2) ∕
Jo

and hκ is supported in Q,4), f°r

h'k^(s)ds.

χ∈2λ Also set

⅞7(ξ) = [∕3Θ∕3mfc](2felξ1,2fe≡ξ2)]∕(ξ).
Then by standard multiparameter Littlewood-Paley theory and duality, to establish
Theorem 1.1 for p∈[2,po), Po<∞5 it suffices to obtain an inequality

(2.2)

∣∖Tkf∖2ω<CA2 y∣∕∣2f‰

for a certain operator ω∏→OTω which is bounded on L9(R2) for (po∕2)'<Q≤∞. By
our assumption on ∕z,

(2.3)

sup ∕* ∖hfκ(s)∖ds<CA.
z∈Z J

We denote by £k the standard Littlewood-Paley operator, such that

2√(ξ) = ∕3(2felξι)Z3(2fc2ξ2)∕(ξ)
and define the operator Sks by

Q(ξ)={ ∕(ξ),
0,

if 2κξ1∕ξ2 > s, ξ1≥0, ξ2>0,
otherwise.
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Then from (2.1) we see that
Tkf(x) = [

CkSkl-k2,sf(x)hlkl^k2{s) ds.

Jl/8

Then, if ω≥0 is a weight we apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to obtain

(2.4)

y ∖Tkf(x')∖2ω(x') dx<CA∣∣ ∖CkSkl-k2^f{x)∖2∖h'k^kJs)∖dsω(x)dx.

Let Λf(1), M(2) be the Hardy-Littlewood maximal functions with respect to the
coordinate directions and let Mκ,s be the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function
with respect to the direction perpendicular to {ξ5 2*rξ1∕ξ2=s}, i.e. in the direction
(1, -2~κs). Then using weighted norm inequalities for singular integral operators
due to Cordoba and Fefferman ([13], see also [18] ) we see that the expression on the
right hand side of (2.4) is dominated by
CaA

I |/«M(1)M(2) Γ ∕Γ8 (Mkl-k2,gωa)1∕a∖h,kl.kJ8)∖d8 (x) dx,
√1∕8

where α>l. Now the proof of (2.2) is completed by the following
Proposition 2.1. Let, for a>l,

9ftaω(x) = sup [(M^sωα)1∕α(^)∣λ^(<s)∣ ds
χ∈Z Ji
where 1= [∣, 8] and

sup ∕ ∣λxr(s)∣ ds ≤ B < ∞.
z∈Z JI

Then %ytoc is bounded on LpfB?), a<p<oo, with norm <Cp,aB.

Proof Since
∏nα(ω) ≤jβ1~1∕a[fUlι(ωa)]1∕a
it suffices to prove that 9Jlι is bounded on Lp, l<p<∞ with norm CpB. If α>l
then 9Jlα will be bounded on Lp, p>a, with norm <C^^B.

We follow arguments by Nagel, Stein and Wainger [23] as modified by Christ
(see [2]). Let φ∖ R→R be smooth, even, nonnegative, with ⅛2(O)>O such that φ has
compact support in [— ⅛,⅛]∙ Let

≠(ξ1,ξ2) = ⅞2(ξ1÷ξ2)
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and define for xErL
PÎJùfâ =ψ(2lξι,s2l~κξ2)ω(ξ).

It suffices to show that for l<p<∞, N being an arbitrary positive integer
sup

(2.5)

≤CpS∣∣ω∣∣p,

Plκsω∖∖λκ(s)∖ds
I z∈z

-N<κ<N

P

where Cp is independent of N. Then an application of the monotone convergence
theorem allows to pass to the limit. We note that for fixed x and l<p≤∞
(2∙6)

∕ s∏p∣-pL cj∣ ∣λ^(s)∣ ds
JI lez

<C ∕

∣λx(s)∣ ds < Cp5∣∣c<

sup∣F(fsωj

JI llZ∈Z

llP

by the Lp estimate for the one-dimensional Hardy-Littlewood maximal function
Mk,s. This means that we know a priori that the left hand side of (2.5) is bounded
by BCp{N)∣∣∕∣∣p (with Cp{N)<CfpN) and it remains to be shown that Cp(N) can
be chosen independently of TV. In what follows we define C'p(7V) to be the best
constant in (2.5).
We first consider the case 2≤p<∞. Since the Loo-estimate is trivial it suffices
to prove the L2 inequality. We smoothly split rψ into two parts, ψ=ψ0+'≠1 with ψ1
supported in the unit ball and ψ0 supported in the cone {ξ5∣ξι÷ξ2∣∕∣ξ∣≤⅜}∙ We
correspondingly define the operators Fjjθ and Pl^}. Note that there is the pointwise
inequality
∖PlJsω{χ-)∖<CMwM^ω{x)

(2.7)

which implies
sup ∕ sup⅛1ω∣ ∣λκ(s)∣ ds

(2∙8)

½ Ji iζiZ

≤C,pB∣∣ω∣∣p,

1 <p< ∞.

P

Concerning Pl^ we have

∣p6°α>(x)∣ ≤ C[MwM^ω(x)+Mκ,sω^]
and therefore

(2-9)

∕ suP∣∙⅛° ω∣ ∣λ√s)∣ds

Ji iez

≤C,p,o-B∣∣ω∣IP
P

for l<p≤∞. Note that
ψ0(2l ■, s2l-κ ■ )ω = χ( ∙, 2~κ ∙ )^0(2z ∙, s2l~κ ■ )ω,
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where χ is smooth, homogeneous of degree zero, identically 1 on {£; ∣ξ1÷ξ2∣∕∣ξ∣ ≤4}
and zero on {ξ5 ∣ξι ÷ξ2∣∕∣ξ∣ ≥8}. Define the standard angular Littlewood-Paley op
erator Rκ by
‰∕(ξ)=λ(ξι,2-κξ2)∕(ξ)∙

Then

Pl∕sω = PlfsRκω

(2.10)

and, as a consequence of multiparameter Littlewood-Paley theory and the Marcinkiewicz multiplier theorem,
≤C∣∣∕∣∣p,

(2∙11)

l<p<∞.

P

Now by (2.10)
2xl∕2
(2∙12)

sup ∣∙⅛f‰ω∣∣Aκ(s)∣ ds
iez

sup

z∈Z

and using (2.9) we see that the square of the L2-norm of the right hand side equals

2
z
r p
' sup∣Pt,°βxω∣∣λx(s)∣ds ≤ΣL ∕ ∣∣suP∣-⅛°-R~ω∣∣∣ l∙M∙s)∣ ds
2 ^LΛlU∈Z
"2
i iez

<CB2∑ ∣∣¾ω∣∣l <C'B2∖∖ω∖∖l
κ
We have proved

(2∙13)

sup
x∈Z

∕ sup ∣P^θω∣∣A√s)∣ ds
I Z∈Z

≤C'S∣∣<,

2 ≤p≤ ∞.

P

By (2.8) and (2.13) we see that

Cp{N)<C,

2≤p≤∞.

We now assume l<p<2 and begin with the observation that for any sequence
{c⅜} of weights we have
(2.14)

1 <p < ∞.
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This is immediate from (2.9). Next positivity of Plκs implies that

(2.15)

μ

p

p

≤ BCp(N) 11 sup ∖ωκ∖ II
II x
∣∣p

by the definition of Cp(N). From (2.15) and (2.8) it follows that for l<p≤oo

(2.16)

sup ∕ sup∣P⅛θ
¾r∈Z JI lez

Now if we interpolate (2.14) with (2.16) we obtain for p≤Q≤∞
(2∙17)
Q∖l∕<2
I sup∣p‰j∣λx(s)∣ds
I ∕∈z
P

∖1∕Q
9 1
P

Using (2.12), (2.17) and (2.11) we obtain for l<p≤2
sup ∕ sup∣P^°ω∣ ∣λ√s)∣ds
κ∈z Ji iez

(2.18)

<Cp,2BCp(N)1-p∕2
P

<Cpt3BCp(Ny~^2∖∖ω∖∖p.
Finally it follows from (2.8) and (2.18) that
Cp(N) ≤ [C'p+CpMN)1^∕2]

which implies that Cp(N) is bounded by a constant depending only on p but not
on N. This finishes the proof of the proposition. □

3. Examples in higher dimensions

We show in this section that Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.4 have no immediate
analogue in terms of localized multiparameter Sobolev spaces in higher dimensions.
Our examples imply the sharpness of Theorems 1.5 and 1.7.
Let Lp(L2) be the space of functions f on Rd=R,c⅛R,d2 such that
ll∕llw)-(∕[∕ l∕(

-p∕2

x,,x")∖2dx"
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For a bounded function m on Rd we denote by ∣∣m∣∣Mp the operator norm of the
convolution operator T defined by Tf=mf and by ∣∣m∣∣Mp2 the norm of T as a
bounded operator on Lp(L2). By a theorem of Herz and Rivière [19]

(3.1)

IM∣mp,2 ≤C∣∣m∣∣Mp

for l≤p≤∞. We shall use the following
Lemma 3.1. Let
be a sequence of bounded functions in Rdl. Let χE
<7σo(Rd2) be supported in {ξ,,5 ∣≤∣ξ"∣≤2} and equal to 1 if 1—ε≤∣ξ',∣≤l÷ε for

some ε>0. Let

∞(ξ',ξ") = ∑x(2~6κξ")^(ξ')
and define Tκ by Tκf{fi)-m^c{ζ)f(fi). Then for l<p<∞ we have the inequality

1/2

∖1∕2
2 ∖

Lp(Rdι)

LP(RdV)

Proof. Let ⅛∈Cf°o be supported in {ξ"ιl-ε≤∣ξ"∣ ≤l÷ε} such that

ll∕¾ II L2(Rd2 ) —1∙
Let

gκ(x', x") = 2⅛(√)⅛ [∕⅜(2~6κ ∙ )](√')
then by an application of Plancherel’s theorem in the second variable it follows that

(3∙2)

∕
∖1∕2
= (27r)“dl/2 (∑∣ΛJ2)
LP(Rdι)

LP(Rd)

Next let Lκ denote convolution in R^2 with *Fr}2 [∕⅜(2 κ ∙ )]. By Littlewood-Paley
theory we have for l<p<∞
(3∙3)

—

LP(Rd)

LP(∕Rd)

Now

xl/2
∣∕50(2~6κξ")2-¾Λ∣2^ξ"
LP(Rdι)

∖1∕2
= (2τr)dl∕2

= (2π)dl∕2

(∑ Lκ^

× X

7J>(L2)
2∖1∕2

mfa ∑Ljgj
L j

?

Lp(L2)
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where the last identity holds in view of the support properties of χ30 ∙ By LittlewoodPaley theory

Lp(L2)

Lp(L2')

Lp(L2)

= φm∣R2(27r)→∕2
LP(Rdι)

□

We now show that the restriction q>2 (corresponding to ∣≤p≤4) in Theo
rem 1.5 is necessary. In what follows we denote by Lp(L2) the space of functions in
R,3 with

∣∣∕∣∣lp(l2) -

y ∣∕(rr1, x2, x⅛)∣2dx2

p/2

dx↑dx^

∞

and correspondingly define Mp2.
Fix JV^>0 and let
N

(3.4)

Λv(sι,⅜) = J2 <^(sι-o⅛))λ(2~6κs2)!
x=2

where
(3.5)

2N
‰ = 1 + —,
x

and τ∕∈Co° is nonnegative, equal to 1 in [—⅜,
and supported in [—1, ∣]. Similarly
χ is as in Lemma 3.1, supported in ±(∣, 2) and equal to 1 in ±(l∕√z2, √z2). Then
(3.6)

sup ∣∣∕3(i)Θ∕3(2)^7v(5i ∙ , $2 ∙ )∣k^(R2) <CN°l-~γ∕q.
s1,s2>0
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Lemma 3.2. Let
be the homogeneous extension of
(3.5). There is a positive constant c such that

f cN1∕2~2∕p,

(3∙7)

defined in (3.4),

4<p<∞,

i∣Rλ.>II.⅛j≥( c(logW)1/1: p = 4

A comparison of (3.6) and (3.7) shows that in the case p>4 the condition
sup ∣∣∕J(1)0∕3(2)S'±(si ∙ , S2 ∙ )∣∣H⅛(R2) < ∞
sι,s2>0

does not imply meMp for the homogeneous extension m if α<∣ + l∕g-2/p (it does
not even imply m∈A^2)∙ Similar statements follow by duality for l<p<∣. This
yields the sharpness of Theorem 1.5. By interpolation an improvement of the Hp
estimates would lead to an improvement of the Lp estimates and this implies the
sharpness of Theorem 1.7.

Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let ^ι∈Cfθo be supported in (∣,∣) and equal to 1 in
(∣, I). Let χ be as in Lemma 3.1 supported in {∣ξ2∣∈(∣, f)} and equal to 1 in
{N∈(⅛,⅛)}∙ Let

mκ (ξι, ξ3) = ∕J(ξ3 )77(47V(ξι ∕ξ3 - aκ) )
and

N

μ(N){ξ,) =

52 x(2~f⅛)m√ξι,ξ3).
x=2

In view of the properties of η, χ, χ and the Marcinkiewicz multiplier theorem

l∣M(ΛΓ)∣∣Λ∕p2 ≤C'p∣∣mw∣∣Mp2,

l<p<∞∙

Now assume 4≤p<∞. Let
Rκ = {(⅛ z3); kl-‰(C3∣ ≤ 10~3TV, ∣<‰√T1 -z3∣ ≤ 1er3}.

For ξ∈supp mκ, χζRκ we have ∣Zιξι +a⅛ξ31≤τr∕4 and therefore

ymκ(ξr,ξ3)e^xιζl+x3^dξ1dξ3 > Jmκ(ξι,ξ3) cos((r1ξ1+x3ξ3)dξ1dξ3 >cN~1
for some fixed positive constant c. Let
Rκ = {(xi,x3); ICΓ47V∕2 ≤ Im -aκx31 ≤ 10~4TV, 10~4∕2 ≤ ∣α⅛z1 -x31 ≤ 1(Γ4},

R*κ = {(ah> j⅛)', ixι-aκx3i < 1O~4TV, ∣aκ2)ι -z3∣ ≤ 1CΓ4}
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and let χκ be the characteristic function of Rκ. Then

77 γ[mκFχκ] >c,1

xeRκ.

By Lemma 3.1

1/2

∖1∕2
2∖

N

7>(R2)

Lp(R2)

Now one verifies that
N2∕p.
p

In view of the overlap of the rectangles R*κ we have for some small constant cι>0,
and for ∣rr∣≤cι!V and for |#|<cN we have

∖1∕2
∖F~‰κFχκ](x)∖2

≈7V1∕2(1 + ∣x∣Γ1z2

and consequently
√∕2

This implies the assertion.

( Nl/2

ii≈{λ,1∕wv).∕.

if p > 4,
if p = 4.

□

Next we consider the class of homogeneous functions m in R3 with the property
that the restrictions h± to the hyperplanes {ξ^ ξ3=±1} satisfy the hypotheses of the
Marcinkiewicz multiplier theorem in the plane; that is
l∣⅛∣l∞≤Λ

sup sup
J1∈N 32

(3∙8)

sup sup
J2∈N Si
sup
J∈N2

∂h
‰<s'∙s2> cbι ≤ A,

dh (
Ï
(S1,S2) ds2 ≤ A,

∂2h
(S1,S2) ds-^ds2 ≤ A,
∂s1∂s2

where Ij1 etc. is as in (1.1). We show that (3.8) is not sufficient to guarantee m∈Mp,
for any p≠2. The argument here follows Fefferman’s solution [16] of the multiplier
problem for the ball (see also [14], [21] ).
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Let α={αx} be an arbitrary sequence of numbers in [1,2) and let mκ be defined
in the first quadrant such that
(3.9)

f 1,

^χ(ξ1,ξ3) = <! 0

1 ≤ξ1∕ξ3 ≤‰,
<ξ1∕ξ3 ≤ 2.

Let

m≈=∑2 ^(2^2∕ξ3)mχ(ξ1, ξ3)∙
Suppose the assumptions (3.8) imply rntMp for some p≠2. Then a limiting ar
gument as in [25, p. 109] would imply that ma is an Lp multiplier with norm
independent of the choice of {az}fc∈z and by (3.1) a corresponding statement on
Lp(L2) would follow. However we have
Lemma 3.3. The inequality

∣∣^-1K5∙∕]∣∣lp(l2)≤C∣∣∕∣∣lp(l2)
does not hold independently of a ifp≠2.
For example if we take for a an enumeration of the rationale in [1,2) then
mα∈Mp2 if and only if p=2.

Proof Arguing as above the assumption maEMp implies a vector-valued esti
mate for directional Hilbert transforms, namely
1∕2

Lp(R2)

Lp(R2)

5

where Hκ is the Hilbert transform in the direction (1,—<‰r). But as in [16] the
existence of the Kakeya set prohibits such inequalities for p≠2 (unless further re
strictions on the family of directions (1, -c^) are made). □

4. Weighted norm inequalities in higher dimensions

We deduce Theorem 1.3 from a weighted norm inequality; the procedure is
analogous to Stein’s proof of the Hörmander multiplier theorem (see [25, Ch. IV]).
Here, however, the positive operator which controls the problem is not the HardyLittlewood maximal operator but a multiple iteration of variants of Kakeya-type
maximal operators. The main step of the argument is contained in Lemma 4.7; one
proves a weighted inequality for a variant of Cordoba’s sectorial square-function.
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For i=l, ...1d-1 let
be the family of all rectangles with the dimensions
1 ×2n% centered at the origin in the Xi~Xd plane and let
be the family of all
parallelograms of the form {(xi, xfi)] (2kiXi, 2fc⅛)∈⅞} where ¾∈⅛d' and fci, kd
are integers. Let

M^ω(x1,...,xd)
=

sup

∕* ∖ω{xll...,xi-1,xi-yi,xi+1,...,xd-ι,xd-yd)∖dyidyd.
\R\ Jr

Mn-d^ is a variant of the Kakeya maximal function, invariant under the dilations

(xi,xdfi→(2ki Xi,2kdXd)∙ The proof of the L2-estimate in [10] can be easily modified
to yield
∣∣M⅛‰∣∣2≤Cnd∣ω∣∣25
for a more singular variant see also [11].
Next, for ∏=(∏ι,...,∏d-ι) define
∙Λ4
zvιτιn = ιvj-nd-ι

nd-2

o...oΛ∕(b
iv-lπ1 d)

and, for N∈N, let Λ4^=Λ4n°...°Λ4n be the TV-fold application of the operator Λ4n.
Finally, if
denotes the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator with respect to the
variable xi let
Theorem 4.1. Let 7>∣ and suppose that

sup

(4.1)

∣∣∕3(1)0...Θ∕3(d.1)⅛(tι ∙,...,⅛-ι •)||?i2(Rd-i) ≤B7<∞.

t∈(R+)d~1

Let m be the homogeneous extension of g± and define T by T∕(ξ)=m(ξ)∕(ξ). Let
0<ε<y-1, let 7V(ε) be the smallest positive integer >3÷2∕ε and define OTε by
2'^nι+-+nd~1^M^ω.

9ttεω =
∏∈Nθ~1

Then for s>l

(4.2)

L9,

∕ ∖Tf(x)∖2ω(x) dx<Cε,sB^ J ∖f(x)∖2(fmε[ωs])1^dx.

Proof of Theorem 1.5. Since the operator ω∣→(9ftε(∣ω∣s))1∕s is bounded on
the weighted norm inequality (4.2) and duality imply under the

q>2s∕(1-ε),
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assumption (4.1) that T is bounded on Lp, for 2≤p≤4. The general result of The
orem 1.5 follows then by interpolation, using the technique in [9]. □

Before we prove Theorem 4.1 we recall a few facts about vector-valued weighted
norm inequalities. First if Uι, ¾ are Hilbert spaces and AS is a convolution kernel
in R, with values in the space B(H^ι, JJ2) of bounded operators, then ∕C is called a
regular singular integral operator if
∖fc(.ζ)∖β(H1,H2') ≤

∖fc(x)∖β(H1,H2) ≤C⅜I~1,
∖^χ-y)-^(x)∖β(H1,H2) ≤C∖y∖δ∖x∖~1~s,

∣αr∣ >2∣y∣ >0;

here 0<<5≤l is fixed. By a vector-valued version of a theorem of Cordoba and
Fefferman ([13], see also [18, Ch. IV.3]) there is an inequality

y ∖K.*f(x)∖p112ω(x)dx<Cσ,p j ∖f(x)∖pllι(M{∖ω∖σ)')1^(x)dx

(4.3)

where l<p<∞, σ>l.
Littlewood-Paley functions can be associated with regular singular integral
operators. Let ∕3∈Cqo(∣,2) then it is straightforward to check that the operator
{∕^}χ∈zl→∑2^7~1[∕^(2^∣ , ∣W] is a β(∕2,R)-valued regular singular integral oper
ator. Likewise the adjoint operator ∕∣→{77-1[∕3(2^∣ ∙ ∣)77∕]}x∈z is a B(R, Z2)-valued
regular singular integral operator. Here l2 may refer to a space of sequences with
values in a Hilbert space.
Next let keZd and denote by C,⅛ be the standard Littlewood-Paley operator
with multiplier ∏f=1 β(2ki ∣ξ⅛∣). Then a repeated application of (4.3) yields
Lemma 4.2. For l<p<∞, s>l we have the inequalities

p

r/

∖p∕2

52 j~kfk ω(x)dx<Cstp ∕ ( 52 ∣A(x)∣2 )
kezd

j ^kezd

∖P∕2

∣rfe∕∣2j
kezd

×

{M(^°-°M(<ï)[^s\Y/s{x)dx,

×

r
ω(x)dx<Cs,p ∕ ∖f(x)∖p(Mwo...aMw[ωs])1∕s(x)dx.
v,

We need also the following pointwise estimate concerning a square-function
involving translates of a fixed Schwartz-function η. It implies Lp-boundedness for
p>2, a result which is due to Carleson. A proof of the pointwise estimate can be
found in [24], see also [12], [18].
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Lemma 4.3. Let η be a Schwartz function in Rrf and let AeGL(d,'R). Then

£ ^[η(A-k)ff]^<Ctl I

(4.4)

|2 dy.

Proof of Theorem 4.1

There is no loss of generality in assuming that τn is supported in
i=l, ...,d}. Setting

ξi≥0,

d
M) = ∏M)
i=l

(4∙5)

we decompose
m(ξ)= ∑ mk(2klξι, ...,2kdξd)
fc∈Zd

where

w(ξ) =≠(ξ)^⅛(ξι∕ξd,∙∙∙,ξd-ι∕ξd)
and gk has compact support in (∣,2)d 1.

Note that gk=9k, if kz-kd=k'τ~k'd,

i=l,...,d-1. We introduce a further decomposition using the dyadic smooth cutoff
functions ≠n=≠∏10∙∙∙0≠nd,,1 (cf. the second definition of the space zH‰ in the
introduction). We decompose

(4.6)

mfe(ξ)=

0(ξ)5fc*≠n(ξι∕ξd,-,ξd-ι∕ξd) =

n∈(N0)d~1

5Z
n∈(N0)d"1

We may write
(4∙7)

where

9k*ψn=9k*Ψn

__
9k=9k*Ψn

and ⅛n=⅜ι0...^⅛^1 is similarly defined as ψn (say, with ψrbi supported in
±[2ni~2,2ni+2], equal to 1 in supp ≠nJ. Let us note in passing that in view of the
support properties of the Fourier transform of g£ we have the following version of
Sobolev’s imbedding theorem
(4∙8)
sup
I∣5fc( ∙ ,Sdι+1, -, Sd-1‰(R<^1) ≤ C'2(ndi+1+ "+n‘,-1)/p||^||LP(Rd-i),
¾+b∙∙√d-l
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see the argument in [27, p. 18].
Let
be defined by
I∏(ξ) - [φmk](2klξι, ..., 2k''ξd)f (ξ).

(4-9)

Let 0<ε,<ε, say ε'=ε∕2. An application of Lemma 4.2 shows that it suffices
to prove the inequality
(4.10)

∑ [ ∖T^Ckf{x)∖2ω(x)dx

kezd j

≤Cn2c^+-+-×1∕2+ε'>∣∣<∣[2

[ ∖Ckf(x)∖2M*ω(x)dx,

7V>2+⅛.

fc∈z<≈j

ε

In order to avoid complicated notation we shall assume d=3 in what follows. This
case is entirely typical of the general situation in higher dimensions.
In order to use the homogeneity of the multipliers we have to introduce finer
decompositions of
For zq=2nι-3,2nι~3÷l,..., 2nι+3 and z∕2=2n2-3,2n2^3÷l,
...,2712÷3 let
uv = (⅛, O = (2-nι p1,2-"M

(4.11)
and

Iv = 4 ×⅛ = ⅛ -2~nι~1, ⅛ +2~nι^1] × ⅛ -2-"--1, ⅛ +2~n'2~1].
Furthermore let
2nl ÷3

cZ1 = R∖

∣J

⅛ = R∖[∣-2-nι-1,8+2-nι-1],

i∕1=2nι~3
2∏2÷3

cZ2

= R∖

(J

Z22 = R∖[∣-2~n2-1,8+2-"2~1].

z√2=2n2-3

Setting
9kΛs) = [ 9k(u)ψn(s-u) du,

gk(u)ψn(s-u) du,

9kb11(s)= [

(4∙i2)

∕1

_
gk(u)^n(s-u')du,

4⅛(s)=∕

J-ι1×i}2

9k(s)= [
JcI1×cI2

gk(u)'ψn(s-u) du,
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we split

(4.13)

Tfe"=

2'π,1-I^3

2"rι2-1-3

ιy1=2nι~3

ι∕2=2n2~3

2∏2^l~3

2"rtl-1-3

∑ ¾+ Σ ⅛+ ∑

∑

ι∕1=2nι~3 ι∕2=2n2~3

¾2+Γfen'°,

where
¾7(ξ)=9⅛,(2fel-fc3ξι∕ξ3,2fe2-fc3ξ2∕ξ3)^(2fclξ1,2^ξ2,2fc3ξ3)∕(ξ),

z
λ
(4.14)

S^(ξ)=5^1(2fc-fc3ξ1∕ξ3,2fe2-fc3ξ2∕ξ3)≠(2fclξ1,2fe2ξ2,2fc3ξ3)∕(ξ),
¾2∕(ξ) =P^(2fcl-fe3ξι∕ξ3,2fe→3ξ2∕ξ3)≠(2fclξ1,2fc*ξ2,2fc≡ξ3)∕(ξ),

⅞°}(ξ) = ^(2fcl-fc3ξ1∕ξ3,2fe2-fc3ξ2∕ξ3)≠(2fclξ1,2fe2ξ2,2fc≡ξ3)∕(ξ).
We set
c=sup ∣^(u)∣,
ιt∈Λ∕

sup

bnki∖=

∣⅛)∣,

u∈∕J1×cI2

(4∙15)

¾22 =

sup
uecI1×I^2

sup

t⅛=

l⅛)l,
∣⅛)∣∙

ιt∈cZ1 ×cI2

Since the Fourier transform of g% is supported in [—2nι+3,2nι+3] × [—2n2÷3,2n2÷3],
suitable variants of the Plancherel-Polya theorem (see [27, p. 19] ) and the Sobolev
embedding theorem imply
2∏i+3

(∑

∖ 1 ∣τ

2n2~^^3

∑ mr)

ι∕1=2nι~3 ι∕2=2n2~3

≤C'r2("→^∕η∣^∣∣r,

0<r≤∞

J

with the appropriate interpretation for r=oo; moreover we have

(

2∏i+3

∑

p1=2nι~3

(4.17)

∖l∕r

[C11∏
∕

≤C2nι∕rsup ∣∣p⅛( ∙,s2)||i,r(R)
S2

≤C2^+^)∕'∙∣∣^∣∣lγ(r2)

and a similar statement with the $i and S2 variables interchanged. Also by (4.8) ¾
is bounded by C2^n^∕r∖∖g^∖∖r.
We need pointwise estimates for the convolution kernels
^fc,°
of the operators T^, Tk^, Tk^, Tk'0, respectively.
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Lemma 4.4. Let

e^1 = (u^1,0,1) and e^2 = (0,^,1). Let

=

Wλ"λ∙(x) = 2_ni_n2(l + |<eI/,æ)|)~;v(l+2_ni|2;1|)_'/v(l+2-n2|x2|)_N,

W^x) = 2~n ^l+|«,a;>|)-w(l+2-«M^i|)-7V(l+|x2|)-7V,
⅛(x) = 2-^ (i+∣(⅛,x)∣rw(1+∣x1∣)-"(1+2-ι2 μ2∣)-",

^0^) = (1+∣x1∣)-jv(1+∣¾∣)-w(1+∣^3∣)-w.
Let

U^,n(x) = 2-fe>-fc-fcHiς(2~i⅛1,2-k⅛2,2-i⅛3)
and similarly define U^ n, Uk£tN, Ukj!f. Then
∖∂2KM∖ ≤ cyNbn
kl/2-k^~k^-k^u^,N(x),

(4 18)

∣¾7⅛(≈)∣ ≤C,^⅛2-n^2-fcl71~fe272'fc373¾Ljvω,

∣¾⅛W∣<C7⅛2-"^2-^∙-^-^⅛λ(1)1
∣¾Kk,°(x)I ≤C^2-niN2-n2N2-k^1-k2^-k^3Uk^(x).

Proof. First consider Kβy. Using the homogeneity of the multiplier and the
decay properties of fψn we see that
9k(uyψn∖ ⅞l-U1, γ--«2 ) du

(4.19)

∖s3

⅛3

∕

2^2 ∏2
<C(N1,N2,N3,M)l‰ (1+2-1 ∣ξ1∕ξ3-uiι∣)M (1+2n2∣ξ2∕ξ3-u22Do
2^1 ∏1

using integration by parts we obtain
2kl+k2+k3∖K^(2klx1,2k2x2,2k3x3)∖
(i+2nii6/e3-<i)-w(i+2”2ie2/c3-<i)_M^+"^^(x)

<cnm f

J[l∕2,2]3
<CnW"n(x).

In view of the compact support of φ we get the same estimates for the derivatives
of the left hand side and the desired estimates for K%y and its derivatives follow.
The estimate for K%,° has nothing to do with homogeneity: By the decay

properties of ψn we have
l¾1⅛fc(s)l ≤C7χ2~(nι+n2)^(l + ∣s1∣)-^r(l + ∣s2∣)-^
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and hence
∣¾1¾2¾[≠(ξ)^(ξ1∕ξ3,ξ2∕e3)]∣

The desired estimate for K%,° follows by integration by parts. In the proof of the
estimate for K^,1 we replace (4.19) by
∖∂^∂g (⅛, Vξf3 [0(ξ)<⅛ (ξ1∕ξ3, ξ2∕ξ3)] I

2‰ι 9(^2+aγ3-M)n2
< C(N1,N2,N3, MWL————------ γ-f√λ7
^ v
7 k (i+2"iici/e3-<i)M

and argue as above.

□

In what follows we
equals 1 on the support
that
χ2( ∙ — x)≡l.
on the support of χ. We

shall denote by β a function which is similar to β but
of β. Next let γ∈Co°(R) be supported in (—1, ∣) such
Again let χ∈CfQ° be defined similarly to χ but equal to 1
define the operator A1⅛u by

^7(ξ)=x(2nι(2felξ1-⅛2fe≡ξ3))χ(2n2(2fc2ξ2-⅛2fe3ξ3))^(2⅛3ξ3)z^(ξ)
Lemma 4.5. There is a weighted norm inequality

(4.20)
∕,∑∣TΓrfe∕(τ)∣2ω(x)dx≤C2"→^∣∣^∣∣22 f £ ∖AnkM(y)∖2Mnω(y) dy.

j

k

j k,v

Proof. Set ¾=¾<,.

¾1μι=TfenμX,

⅛⅛ and ¾0=

K'°An
kv. Then

(4.21)

TkCkf = ∑ [∑ ‰+∑ ¾1 +∑ S⅛2 +<] AnkvCkf.

u l μ

μι

μ2

j

Let H%yμ, H⅛yμι, H^yμ2 and H⅛y be the convolution kernels of the operators S‰μ,
⅛1, ¾μ2 and skv> respectively. Fix N (say equal to 100) and let ¾≡¾100
etc. The proof of Lemma 4.4 shows that
∖H^μ(x)∖ ≤ C,(1 + ∣μι-pι∣2^1 + ∣μ2-172∣2)¾(^).

∣Cwι ≤^2-n2'(iη∣⅛)¾ω>
bn'2
rc⅛∣ ≤ ⅛2-π-" (1⅛⅛¾<-).
l¾π⅛)l ≤‰2-">"2-"-"⅛¾(1).
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We observe that ∣∣t7‰∣∣ι<C is bounded uniformly in z√, n, k. Therefore

≤C2"→"%⅛(⅛ [

∖1∕2

\Ak^kf(y)\2U^(x-y)dy )

× V J

where for the last inequality we have used (4.16). Using also (4.17) we derive the
same inequality for the other three remaining terms in (4.21) and obtain
(4.22)
∕
∖i∕2
∕ r
γ∕2
mτfc‰∕∙(<) ≤C2^+^)∕⅛∣∣2( ^∖AnkM(y)∖2UUx-y)dy∖ .

Finally there is the pointwise estimate

supU‰*∣ω∣(ιr) ≤C,Λ4nω(^)
kι∕

(4∙23)

and (4.22) and (4.23) imply (4.20).

□

Proposition 4.6. There is the weighted norm inequality

(4.24)

£ [ C⅛)∣2φ) dx
fc,ι∕ j
<CN02^nι+n2'>2ε'

Ç/ ∖fk(x)∖2Mn0ω(x) dx,

N0>2+l∕ε,.
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Proof. It is convenient to introduce a decomposition in the ξ3-variable which
will give the factor of 22ε'(n1+n2∖ We define for (A1,λ2)∈Z2 operators Vj",χ by

⅛7(ξ) = χ2 (2fe3ξ3 - 2nιε' λ1 )χ2 (2fc3ξ3 - 2n2ε' λ2)∕(ξ).
Observe that A‰, is a sum of no more then O(2ε (n1+n2)) operators Vχε Arf,y where
2τiιε'Aι∈(^,2θ) and 2n2ε A2∈(^,20). Therefore it suffices to show that for those
A the inequality

(4∙25)

∑∕

∖Vkλ Akvfk{x)\2^{x)dx

∖fk{x)∖2Mn0ω(x)dx,

≤Cn0

> 2+1/ε,,

k j
holds. In order to show (4.25) we first prove an inequality for an analogous problem
in two dimensions.
Lemma 4.7. Let (5<<1 and let m,μ,ρ be integers such that m>0, 2~mμe
(⅛, 20) and 2~mδρe
20). Let B™, Crflδ be the operators acting on functions in
R,2 defined by

⅞7(ξ)-χ(2m(ξι-2-⅛))∕(ξ),

cp~f(∂=λ2(2ro+2-2-m+)∕(ξ).
Let I ≤ max{ 1, mδ}. Then
∑ ∕ ∖B^δf(x)∖2ω(x)dx<C^ ∕ ∖B^ΓlC^δf(x)∖2M^ω(χ∙)dx.
V

μ'

'

Proof. Let
Rμβ = U; ∣ξι -2-mμξ2∣ ≤ 2-m+1; ∣ξ2-2-'ρ∣ ≤ 2-i+1},

Rμβ = R; ∣ξι -2-roμξ2∣ ≤ 2-m+2; ∣ξ2 -2-'ρ∣ ≤ 2-i+4}.
Let ξsfERμ'ρ and suppose that ∖μ-μ,∣≤2 z+2. Let αμ-μ∕ = (2 m(μ-μ'),0). Then
£

Qjμ-μ, ^Pμρ∙

Thus
Pμ,ρ

O Oμ-μf + Rμρ.

Define
^βf(ξ)=χ(.2m-w(ξ1-2-m(μ-μ,)-2~mμξ2))χ(2mδ(ξ2-2-mδρ))μξ).
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and define C™6 similarly as C™6 (with χ replaced by χ). Then
∑ ∣B^lC^f (x)∣2 <C∑∑ ∖C^sB^lμlβCf6B^Γlf^∖2.
μ
μ' μ

An integration by parts argument shows that the convolution kernel of C™ÔB™ is
bounded by Cχ times
c∖mδ

om

Wm,6(τ}
=2_________
-_____________________
-____________
%AW
(l +
m∣^e^∣)A
(ι4-2-⅛β^∣)
7v

if eμ = (l, — 2~rnμ), e^-(2~rnμ11) and if 2~mμ≈l. Now the argument which led to
(4.22) and Lemma 4.3 show that for fixed μf
£

[∖C^B^.eC^B^Γlf(x)∖2ω^dx

∖μ-μ'∖<l

≤cn

∑

[∣r⅛ec^s--i∕ω∣2w→*∣ω∣(≈)⅛

∖μ-μ'∖≤ι

<Cn [ \C™sB™-lf(X)[2
J

sup

w^*w⅞⅜M(x)dx.

∣μ,-μ∕∣≤Z

The asserted inequality is an immediate consequence.

□

We now conclude the proof of Proposition 4.6. First, since the maximal oper
ator
is invariant under two-parameter dilations there is a scaled variant of
Lemma 4.7. Also we can apply Lemma 4.7 twice, in the #1—2:3 and in the #2—^3
plane; the same applies to the scaled variant. We obtain the inequality

∑ ∕∖V^' AnkJk{x)∖2ω{x)dx<C^ [∖V^Ank-,lfk(x)∖2Mnω(x)dx
k,Vf j

k,V j

if l=(h,l2) and h<n±ε∖ i2≤^2^,∙ We iterate and apply this inequality N times;
here AΓ≤l÷l∕ε'. The result is an estimate of the left hand side of (4.25) by an
expression involving a scaled version of the square-function in Lemma 4.3 (with
A=diag(2fcl,2fc2)). Namely if
is defined by
__ ___ __

2

¾V(e) = ∏[χ2(2^(2fc3ξ3-2-^λi))√(2^(2^ξi-2-m^i))]∕(ξ)
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we obtain the inequality
∑ ∕ ∖V^' Ankufk{x)\2w^dx<CN £ ∕ ∖Vnk^,fk^∖2M^χ∙)dx,

k,v,λ'

k,ιs

N≥l + ^-,
ε,

from which (4.25) follows by an application of Lemma 4.3.

□

The asserted weighted norm inequality (4.10) now follows by an application of
Lemma 4.5 and Proposition 4.6. This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.1.

Remark. The weighted inequality in Proposition 3.6 implies
∖1∕2

Σ∣c⅛∕∣2j
‘ kv

'

≤Cε2<nι+n2)ε∣∣∕∣∣4
4

with Cε=O(A1∕ε) as ε→0, some √4>1. The geometrical arguments by Cordoba [12]
show that in fact Cε=O(ε~a) for some α>0. It would be interesting to find positive
operators Λε, being uniformly bounded on L2 such that

Σ∕

∖^Ckf(xfω(x)dx<Cε-2^n^n^2ε [ ∣∕(x)∣2Vε[ω](τ)⅛.

k,V J

An analogous problem is to find weighted norm inequalities for radial multipliers
and associated maximal functions in R2, with a positive operator J∖[. In this context
weighted inequalities with a nonpositive Λr have been proved in [1].

5. Hp-estimates

The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 1.7. The proof relies on a
result on multiparameter Calderon-Zygmund theory obtained by the authors in [4]
(extending earlier results by Journé [20] and Fefferman [17] ). There it is shown for
a large class of singular integral operators T that the boundedness of T on certain
scalar and vector-valued rectangle atoms implies the boundedness on Hp.
To be precise let R be an interval in Rd (i.e. a rectangle parallel to the coor
dinate axes), and let Q be a nonnegative integer. In what follows, Q will always
be ≥[l∕p-1] (the largest integer <l∕p-1). Then a is called a (p,Q,R) rectangle
atom if a is supported in J?, if
[ ∖a(x')∖2dx ≤ ∣Λ∣1-2∕p
Jr
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and if for m=l,,.., d

a(x^^ , ..., Xγ∏,

I

5 •••5

• • • xm d,Xl ... dXγ∏ — 0,

T j , ...^rΓm — 0, ..., Q

Jnrn

for almost all (‰+ι,..., æj); furthermore assume that the analogous cancellation
properties hold for all permutations of the variables x1, ...,Xd∙
Now let Rd=RdlθRcK and let I be an interval in Rdl. Then we need the
notion of an L2(R^2)-valued (p, Q,Γ) rectangle atom. This is simply a function a
supported on I × R^2 such that
J∖a{xf ,x")∖2dxffdxf ≤ ∖I∖1~2∕p

and such that for m=l,..., ⅛
a(x1, ..., Xm, Xτ∏+1, ..., ¾÷1, ∙∙∙, χdWl ∙∙∙ ⅛ dxl ∙∙∙ dxm = θ,

∕
JRm

∏,...,rm = 0,...,Q
for almost all (rrm+ι, ...^Xd)∖ furthermore assume that the analogous cancellation
properties hold for all permutations of the variables xι, ...,¾.
Now let T: C^(J^d)→{C^fβJi)y be an operator with Schwartz kernel Æ, with
the property that K(x,y) is locally integrable in {(æ, yy)-, Xi≠yι, i=l,..., d}. Let Φ
be a smooth bump function on R supported in [1,4] such that
Φ(2-^)=T
for s≠0. For Z=(Zι,..., ∕^1), l≤dι≤d, define the operator Tl by
dι
K(x,y)Y[Φ(2^l∙∖x,^y.l∖)f(y)dy.
i=l

∕

Theorem 5.1 [4]. LetO<p<l, <s>d(d÷l)∕2 and Q>∖l∕p-1], M>2. Suppose

that
(1) T is bounded on L2(Rd) with operator norm <A.
(2) For all dι∈{l, ...,d—1}, for all LeZdl, for all intervals I in Rrfl with
sidelengths 2L1 , ...,2Ldi, for all L2fRd~dl) valued (p,Q,Γ) rectangle atoms a and
for all Z=(Zι,..., Zj1), li>⅛, i=l,..., ⅛

(5∙1)

∕ d1

∖~s∕p

∖i=l

∕

||^L+/allLP(Rdi ,L2(Rd2)) ≤yM

)

(3) The condition analogous to (5.1) is valid for every permutation of the vari
ables Xll ...1Xd-
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(4) For all L∈Zd, for all intervals R in Rd with sidelengths 2L1, ...,2Ld, for
all (p,Q,R) rectangle atoms a and for all l=(lι, ∙∙∙,ld)>
i=l, ...,d-l
d
∖~s∕p
∑li]
∙

(

i=l

∕

Then T extends to a bounded operator from the multiparameter Hardy space Hp(JRd)
to Lp(fRd) and the operator norm is bounded by CA. Here C depends only on p, d
and s. IfT is translation invariant then T is bounded on Hp(Rd).

We now consider convolution operators T given by Fourier multipliers m via
T/(£)—m(^)∕(0∙ For fc∈Zdl let Tk be the operator with Fourier multiplier
m(ξ) ∏fl1 β(2kiξi). Variants of the standard Marcinkiewicz multiplier theorem on
Ifp-spaces follow from Theorem 5.1 and
Proposition 5.2. Suppose that 0<p≤l, a>l∕p-∣ and let Q, ε be such that

Q>[l∕p-1] and 0<2ε<min{α-l∕p+∣, Q —l∕p+2,1}.
(1) Suppose that l<dγ<d-1 and
(5∙3)
sup
sup
∣∣∕3(1) Θ...0‰)m(tι ∙, ...,tdl ∙, ξd∙+ι,..., ξd)∣∣7i2 (Rdl) < ∞.
t∈(R+)dι (ξd1+ι,.∙∙,ξd)∈Rd-dl

Then for all LeZdl, for all intervals I in Rdl with sidelengths 2L1,..., 2l<⅛ , for all
L2fRd~dl)-valued (p, Q, I) rectangle atoms a, for alll=(lι, ...,ldl), k>l> i=l,..., di
and for all ∕c∈Zdl

(5.4)

di
ll(Tfe)L+Ja||LP(R<(1)L2(Rd-dl)) ≤CA∏2^z∙+≡fc∙∣∖
i=l

(2) The inequality analogous to (5.4) holds for every permutation of the vari
ables τ1, ...,xd.
(3) Suppose that
(5.5)

∣∣∕J(i)Θ..∙Θ∕3(d)m(⅛ι ∙,..., td ∙ )∣∣∏2 (Rd) < ∞.

sup
t∈(R+)d

Then for all LEτZd, for all intervals R in Rd with sidelengths 2L1, ...,2Ld, for all
(p,Q,R) rectangle atoms a, for all l=(fι, ...,ld), h>l, i=l, ...,d, for all kEZd
d

(5.6)

∣∣ (Tk)L+la\\LP(Rd) ≤ CA ∏ 2→+∣fe^.
2=1
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If (5.5) is valid then m is bounded and (5.3) and the analogous conditions
obtained by permuting variables are also satisfied. In particular (5.5) implies that
T is bounded on the multiparameter Hardy space Hp(JR,d) and the operator norm is
bounded by CA.

Proposition 5.2 is proved by standard arguments, see for example the proof
of [4, Proposition 5.1]. The last conclusion of Proposition 5.2 follows of course by
Theorem 5.1. The reader should note that the multipliers in Theorem 1.7 generally
do not satisfy the assumption (5.5), even in the two-dimensional case.

Proof of Theorem 1.7. We may clearly assume that p<l. Again since charac
teristic functions of half spaces with boundaries parallel to the coordinate axes are
Fourier multipliers of multiparameter Hardy spaces there is no loss of generality in
assuming that m is supported in {ξ5 ξi≥0, i=l,..., d}. We use the notation intro
duced in the proof of Theorem 4.1. Let Tβ be as in (4.9) and set Tn=J2fcezd T⅛.
We shall show that Tn is bounded on Hp(fRd) with operator norm bounded by

Cs sup ||^||Lp(Ra_1)2(”1+-+^-1)^-1>(l+n1+...+n(/_1)(s+d)/P.
kezd

(5.7)

Since

∑
sup ||^||LP(Rd_1)2<”1+-+^-1)(2/p-1\l+n1 + ...+nd_1)(s+dVp
n∈(N0)d-1 keZd
< C,ε sup ∣∣5fc∣∣ ws
fc∈Zd

if a > 2/p-l

the conclusion of Theorem 1.7 follows.
We have to verify the hypotheses (5.1) and (5.2) of Theorem 5.1 for the oper
ator Tn. The mixed norm inequalities are a straightforward consequence of Propo
sition 5.2. In order to see this let
^(ξ)≈⅛(ξ1∕ξd,-,ξd-l∕ξd)

where h is compactly supported in [∣, 2]d 1. Then for α≥0 one has the inequalities

sup ∣∣∕3(1) ®...0∕3(d)F⅛( ∙, ξd)∣∣∏2 (Rd-1) ≤ C∣∣⅛∣∣w2 (Rd-i)

(5.8)

and

(5∙9)

sup ∣∣∕3(1)Θ...Θ∕3(d)F√ξι, ∙ )||W2(Rd-1)
ξl
∣I⅛∣∣M2 (R), if <3 = 2,

<C<

ll⅛ (R^.X) +supsι Σt2 l∣¾α ∙∙∙^-ι^α‰

k

ifrf≥3.

∙ )I∣LW-).
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It is straightforward to verify (5.8) and (5.9) if a is a nonnegative even integer and
the general case follows by analytic interpolation. Note also that by a version of
Sobolev’s imbedding theorem 'Hp(Rd-1)c'H2 (Rd^1) if p≤2 and ∕3≥α÷(l∕p-1).
Using this and (5.8), (5.9) we see that (5.3) is verified for the case dι=d-1. The
other cases follow similarly. An application of Proposition 5.2 implies (5.2).
The main work in the proof consists in the verification of (5.1). Assume that a
is a (p, Q, R) rectangle atom and R is an interval of dimensions 2L1 ×... x2Ld. Then
we shall prove that

d
(5.10) ∣∣(T?)L+la∣∣p ≤ C2^+~+n^N ∏ 2-e<zi+∣fei~Li∣> ∣∣⅛∣∣oo,

∕1 1 ∖
N> 2( —-

i=l

for some ε>0 and also
∣∣ (T^L+la\\p < C2^+-+n^×2^ ||<£∣∣p.

(5.11)

We shall use (5.11) only if maxj∙{fcj∙ — Lj∙}, maxj∙{J}≤C'p(l+^2i nJ where Cp is a
large fixed constant while (5.10) is a remainder estimate. In fact applying the
Sobolev inequality (4.8) with ⅛=0 we see that (5.10) and (5.11) imply

E (nn)i+'α
fc∈Zd

p
d

2_ep(^+^_Li

2(n1+∙∙∙+nd-1)(7v>+1)
τnax,{∖ki-Li∖,i-l,...,d}>

∣∣p

⅛z=l

ε-1(22V+2∕p)(nι + ...+nd-ι)

max{∣fci- Li ∣,i==l ,...,d}<
e^1(2N+2∕p)(∏ι÷...+nci-ι)
d

× mi∏{2^nι + ∙∙∙+nd"1×2^p∖ 2(ni + '”+nd-1)(Np+1)

∖l∕p

2“εp(h⅛-Li∖) } ∣∣^n∣∣p j

< c,2(n1 + ...+nd-1 )(2∕p-1) (1+»1 +- + nd-l)(s+rf)/P ∣∣ n ∣∣
~
(l1+...+ld)s⅛
ιmι∖p
and it follows that Tn is bounded on Hp with norm not exceeding (5.7).
The verification of (5.10) is easy. Simply observe that

∣9ξ[≠(ξ)mfc,n(ξ)]∣≤C'72nι71+-+n<1-17'1-1(2nι'γ'1 + ...+2nd-1^)
and an application of Proposition 5.2 yields (5.10).
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We now verify (5.11) and assume for convenience d=3. We show that (using
the notation introduced in (4.15))

(5.12)
(5.13)

ll(rfcn’11)L+!a||^CN6^1i2”^1/P-i)2-n2N||9n||p)

(5.14)

∣∣(¾2)i+iα∣∣p≤‰6">222-"^2^(1∕P-ι)∣∣flnllpj

(5.15)

l∣(Tfcn'°)z'+zα∣∣p ≤ CNbnk2~^+n^N||<£∣∣p.

Using (4.16) and (4.17) with r=p we see that (5.11) follows from (5.12-15). We
shall only verify (5.12); the remaining cases are similar or simpler.
We divide the rectangle R (which has dimensions 2L1 × 22v2 × 2lz3 ) into
∏⅛-1 max{l, 2Li~ki} congruent intervals R⅛ of dimensions
min{2L1,2fcl} × min{2zz2,2k2} × min{2L3,2*3}

and centers y⅛. Let be dfj^=aχ^ and let
R⅛+l =

{rr. 2^⅛-2 ≤

∖χi-(y^i∖ ≤

Then it is easy to check that if ι∕∈supp

2l^÷2,i = 1,2,3}.

xER⅛+l then for

n as in Lemma 4.4

≈ ^Γi∕,a(^- ylk)
and therefore by Lemma 4.4
(5.16)
∖i∕p

∕

II(K⅛Φl+1)*α∣∣p ≤ c( ∑ ∣∣(K⅛Φl+1)*aμ∣⅛ }
μ

'

P

<cNbnkv

Ukv,N (χ ~ y) I φl+z 0 - y) IK (y) I ⅜

v2(n1+n2)(l∕p-l)^ ∕ Y2 ∕

2-(m+n2+fc1+fc2+fc3)(p-l)

[u^N(x-y^)]pdx

-∣p∖l∕p

∕

∖aμk(y')∖dy2^+k2+k^×1∕^

∖

.

Using Holder’s inequality we see that
3

(5.17)

2(∙^1÷^2÷^3)(i∕p-" 1)

∖l∕p

^∏[mm{l,2<fe≈-^^1-^}]∣∣<∣∣f)
■ μ z=l

χ7

≤ C,2<z'1÷z'2+z'3×1∕p^1l∣∣α∣∣ι ≤ C,∣Λ∣1∕js,-1∕2∣∣<z∣∣2 ≤ C".
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We perform the linear volume preserving change of variables

(vι, v2, v3) = (ατ1, x2, 2fcl ~fc3 ul1 x1 + 2k2 ~k3 u∖ x2 +a⅛ )
and see that for N>l∕p
∕
2-(n1+n2+fc1+fc2+fc3)(P-D [f7jn jv(αr-2∕p]P dx
πi+l
2~ ‰2~∏2
f
2-fel-nι

2~ks
~J (l + ∣2-fcι-nιvι∣)np (1 + |2-fe2-"2U2|)Np (l+∣2-fc3n3∣)jvPu,v^vy ’

Therefore if A⅛-Z⅛≤0, i—1,2,3, the desired estimate (5.12) follows from (5.16) and
.
(5.17)
In all other cases we use similar arguments together with the cancellation prop
erties of the atom. For example assume ∕cι≤Lι, ⅛≤L2, ⅛≤L3. Since

y[ak^y2,y3M1y22 dy1dy2 = Q

for almost all 7/3 for O≤r1,r2≤Q we see, using Taylor’s formula, that
(¾Φ1+i).⅛1,‰≈3) = ^

∕(^)

×(-κ'fcpφL+z)(^l-2∕1^2-J∕2,≈3-(yfc)3 + s((2∕fc)3-y3))((yfc)3-2∕3)e+1αfc(y)⅜⅛
and using Leibniz’ rule and Lemma 4.4 we see that
∣(¾Φr+z)*α^(zι,a⅛,a⅛)∣
≤ C2L3(q+1) max{2~k3(Q+1),2-(I'3+l3)(Q+1)}U,^N(x-y^)b^a^l1.

Similar considerations in the other cases (where we use that a% has cancellation
in the yi variable whenever ki>Li) lead to
3

II(K⅛Φl+1)*α∣∣p ≤ Cn ∏[min{l, ^+2l→^+1
×bn
kv(∑ [

2^+”3+^+fe3+fe3)^-1)[^N(x-yO]P^ll<ll01/P-

∖ μ J^+l

∕

As above it is easy to check that for N>l∕p
∕

2-(n1+n2+fcl+fe2+fe3)(p-l)[^ n(x-^)]P dx

πt+l

≤ C,min{l, 2L1+ll-kl~ni} min{l, 2lj2+l2-k2-n2} min{l, 2Ls+l3~k3}.
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Therefore

∣∣(^Φl+z)*ω∣∣p
3

≤ (72<nι+n2×1∕p-1)‰ ∏[min{l, 2^i+li~ki^p} min{l, (2~l*+2i∙-fc∙)Q+1}]
i=l
χ 2(fci+fc2+⅝)(l∕p-l)

< c2(n1+n2^1∕p~2^£i+L2+L3^1//p~1^

≤C2<nι+n2×1∕p-1)0^∣Λ∣1∕p-1∣∣α∣∣ι

< (72(nι+n2×1∕p~1)¾z.

This proves (5.12) and concludes the proof of Theorem 1.7.

□
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